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3 D’s of Energy
Decarbonisation
Deregulation
Decentralisation

Behaviours

post-Covid19

Unprecedented changes affecting the energy market

Unprecedented changes, 

catalysed by pandemic situation,  

where digital and innovation will

play a crucial role.  



Capgemini Research Institute Intelligent Automation in Energy and Utilities Survey, February 2019

Artificial Intelligence and Automation are pivotal to be at the 
forefront of the changes…

Better operations

Revenue Growth

40% Increased operation/data quality

33% Improved workforce agility/productivity

32% Faster service request turnaround

50% Improved customer satisfaction/NPS

41% Quicker breakeven

41% Faster Time to mearket + cross-selling

Capgemini Research Institute Intelligent Automation in Energy and Utilities Survey, 2019



…without however translating automatically in business value

Need for a pragmatic approach

Only 18% of companies focus on quick wins

Pandemic strongly impacted AI investment

Overall, no budget increase for AI initiatives

Artificial intelligence still a lab

Less than 20% are able to scale up their 

intelligent automation initiatives

Cultural change (and large budgets) needed

Oil&Gas at the forefront in the energy sector, 

although Telco are still far forward

Capgemini Research Institute Intelligent Automation in Energy and Utilities Survey, 2019



AI is not a magic box: start 

with right questions and 

focus on business value

Move from ‘what can I do with these

data’ to ‘What is my pain point? 

‘How can I add value to what I do?’

Have a BIG Vision, 

focus on quick wins

Data Science/AI roadmap should be 

coherent with digital roadmaps. 

Quick wins bring sponsor onboard

Fully leveraging AI possibility requires a cultural change

Siloed work not allowed!

A silo’ed environment (data, transfer 

knowledge) hinders the potential of 

fully exploiting AI models



Wider opportunities can be leveraged across the whole chain

Exploration and 

Production

Marketing and

Services
Raffinage / Chimie

Gas, Renewable 

and Power

Smart building to 

minimize energy

costs

Minimize HSE Risks with 

Cognitive Computing

Lifecycle cost reduction

with data driven asset

management

Avoid under/ 

overstocking costs

with demand forecast

Smart down-hole event

detection to preserve

well-integrity

BP Well Advisor: 

Digitalisation to avoid

non productive time

Asset life extension

with root cause 

corrosion prediction

Global Benchmark to 

evaluate team 

productivity

Automate plant setup 

from weeks to days

with text analytics

Speedup experimental

throughput with 

electronic labs

Deep Learning for 

structural integrity

monitoring

Predict and optimize

energy spending in 

large industrial sites

Automatize

recommendations for 

energy buying/selling

Customized services to 

your customers
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Tessella

international data science, analytics and AI technology consulting services 

provider

Can AI Optimise the Supply Chain for Natural Gas?

Using AI models to forecast production and demand



Field Development Liquefaction Plant LNG Shipping Storage Silo Gas Distribution

The Business Problem:

- Understocking leads to fines and customer loss.
- Overstocking leads to excessive storage costs.
- Storage costs represent 5% - 10% of the customer’s bill

The Technical Challenges:

- Multi-stage process
- Different sensor frequencies and sampling frequencies
- Large amount of data variety

Objective:

- Set optimal production targets 
- Optimise Storage Management for each geography 

Key Challenges in Forecasting Supply and Demand of Natural Gas



IMPLEMENTATION 

RAPIDE CRISP DM

Initial

Work

Data 

Understading 
Data 

Preparation

Data

Analysis
Modeling Conclusions

Data Science Requires an appropriate Methodology

Data Sources

Holidays and Important Days

- Week Day / Weekends

- Type of Holiday

Supply Chain Data

- Inventory

- Supply

- Production

- Truck Logistics

- LNG Vessel Movements

Algorithm Selection

Exponential Smoothing (Holt’s Winter Method):1Weather Conditions 

- Mean Temperature (°C) 

- Max Temperature (°C)

- Min Temperature (°C) 

- Average Humidity 

- Average Wind Speed (km/h)

ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average):

LSTM (Long Short Term Memory):

2

3



Different AI Models: complexity is not always the best choice!

Legacy Model

Exponential Smoothing 

LSTM

ARIMA

Actual

• Being data-driven helps: Clear 

improvements versus empirical

legacy model.

• More data are useful, if pertinent: 

external variables contribute to 

better predictions (weather, prices).

• Complex is not always better:

Stock optimisation forecast for  

ARIMA Model provided best

accuracy (80% vs legacy model).



Field Development Liquefaction Plant LNG Shipping Storage Silo Gas Distribution

Enhanced product production 

strategy by setting targets that 

were better aligned with 

demand forecasts. 

The Stock Management Models 

were Improved, leading to 

higher Financial Efficiency

A deeper understanding of the 

impacts of weather conditions 

and price on consumer 

demand. 

Tangible Benefits as output of every successful project

Savings > €100K/year 

through overall 

efficiency improvement 



Tessella

international data science, analytics and AI technology consulting services 

provider
Structural Integrity Monitoring

Application of AI and signal processing to detect structural failure



Structural integrity needs

to be monitored to avoid

fatigue in subsurface load-

bearing structures

Tragic consequences of 

structural failures lead to 

conservative approaches with 

use of divers or drones

5 years of vibration data from these 

sensors to detect changes in the 

swaying and torsional modes of 

oscillation during storm event, to 

monitor structural problems

Structural monitoring context

Due to complex nature of the data, 

simple analysis lead to many false 

alarms and detection of only large 

motions



Sensor data included frequency 

shifts due to weather and sea 

conditions they need to be  

accounted for and understood 

before any potential models could 

be considered. 

Challenge #1: isolate frequencies linked to structural stress

Multivariate Singular Spectrum

Analysis used to separate single 

raw frequencies and noise

Extensive exploratory

analysis allows to define a 

baseline and identifying 

energy transfer from one rig 

to the other via the 

connecting bridge 



No examples available for heavy 

failures, just examples needed to be 

adapted from other context

Challenge #2: develop a model to detect failures without examples

Synthetic data created in 

collaboration with domain expert

to simulate potential failures

Deep Neural Network built

upon data with TensorFlow

framework to recognize

structural problems



Business value, value, value!

Increased accuracy Reduced monitoring costs

Model able to detect 9 out of 12 

different structural problems, rasing

warnings for the remaining 3 

Reducing false alarms of 

more than 30%

Leveraging continuous monitoring

with Deep Learning models allows to 

reduce of 10-20% costs of manual

monitoring



Key takeaways: AI is no magic!

Artificial Intelligence and Data Science can be successful only if you start with

right questions and focus on business value

AI is not here to replace human, rather to support decisions. AI is not a magic

box, and strong interaction between data scientists, business and domain

expert is key for project success.

Data availability and quality is extremely important and should not be

underestimated



Thank you!

Alberto Villa, Data Science Manager

alberto.villa@altran.it

345.634.09.77


